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1. In t roduct ion  
Selberg's Symmetry Formula is the statement that 
(1) Z logp logq+ Z l°g2P= 2xtogx +O(x)  
p, q prime p prime 
pq<x p~x 
as x --~ c~; it first appeared in [7, p. 309]. The Symmetry Formula was a key ingredient 
of the first 'elementary' proofs ([7] and [4]) of the Prime Number Theorem, the statement 
that the number of primes less than x is asymptotically equal to x / logx  as x --~ co; 
see [2] for an excellent survey. These proofs are elementary in the sense that they do 
not depend on analytic properties of Dirichlet series, and in particular the Riemann zeta 
function ~(s). Such series were the main object of study in the earlier 'analytic' proofs 
of the Prime Number Theorem. A very readable modern treatment based on Fourier 
analysis can be found in [3, pp. 196-202]; the article [10] gives a concise presentation of 
Newman's relatively recent simplification of the classical function-theoretic approach. 
ErdSs wrote that (1) is "of course an immediate consequence of the prime number 
theorem. The point is that Selberg's ingenious proof [of the formula] is completely ele- 
mentary" ([4, p. 374]). The aim of this article is to address two questions. First, why 
is the Symmetry Formula accessible to such elementary methods? Second, what is so 
special about the form of the left side of (1)--why can an expression of this form be so 
well estimated without assuming the Prime Number Theorem in advance? 
The overall plan is as follows. Section 2 describes a measure-theoretic framework in 
which arithmetic functions f : Z + --+ C are replaced by measures on [1, ~) ,  and Dirichlet 
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series are replaced by Mellin transforms. In Section 3 we describe some algebraic opera- 
tions on measures, including the natural generalisation f Dirichlet convolution. We also 
prove several 'elementary' estimates involving measures that have direct interpretations a
analytic facts about their Mellin transforms. Section 4 expresses some elementary number 
theory in the measure-theoretic framework, and carries out a proof of Chebyshev's theo- 
rem, that O(x) = O(x), using only the estimates from Section 3. Finally, in Section 5 we 
prove the Symmetry Formula, again using only the estimates from Section 3. Accordingly 
we can translate ach step of the proof into a statement about Mellin transforms; this 
translation is the key to understanding why the Symmetry Formula has an elementary 
proof that does not depend on the Prime Number Theorem. 
2. Measure - theoret i c  se tup  
Let Ad be the space of Radon measures on [1, oc). That is, A4 is the set of functions 
rn : B ~ C, where B is the collection of bounded Borel subsets of [1, co), such that 
the restriction ml[1,R] is a complex measure for any finite R > 1 (see for example [8, 
pp. 137-138]). Measures will always be written in boldface. To each arithmetic function 
f : Z + -+ C we associate the measure m/ := Y]~=I f(k)hk E A~, where 5k is the unit 
mass  at k. 
If m E A~, let domm be the set of those s E C + := {s C C : Res  > 0} for which 
f~  t -8 din(t) = l imR~ fR  t_8 dm(t) converges. The  function Trn :  dom m --* C defined 
by this integral is called the Me l l in  t rans form of rn. The  set dom m is called the 
domain  of convergence  of Tin.  For example, consider the family of measures defined' 
by re(E) := fE t~-1 dt for any ~ E C +. Then  
(2) Try(s )  = t -~t  ~-1  dt= - -  
8 - -  0 l  
for s C dom r~ = HRe~, where H~ is the open half-plane {8 E C : Re s >/3} for any/3 _> 0. 
If f is an arithmetic function, rra/(s) is the Dirichlet series }-']~=1 f(/~) k-8 associated 
= ~k=lk  , with f. Let n := rn /where  f is the constant function f(k) = 1; then Tn(s)  ~ -8 
which is simply the Riemann zeta function ((s) for s E dom n = H1. 
If m E A4, its cumulat ive  d i s t r ibut ion  funct ion  ~ : [1, ec) ~ C is defined by 
~(x)  := ra i l ,  x]. Elements of Ad are uniquely determined by their cumulative distri- 
bution functions. If f is an arithmetic function then ~-~f(x) is the summatory function 
F(x) = 2k_<~ f(k). Examples of cumulative distribution functions include ~(x)  = [x], 
and 
~ 1 ~#0, 
(3) 
[log  = 0. 
We say that a is of class O(b) i f / ) is  positive (b(E) _> 0 for all E C/3) and I-~(x)] _< 
- - -+ 
C b (x) for some C > 0 and all sufficiently large x. We abuse notation in the usual way, 
writing for instance a = b + O(c) to mean that a - b is of class O(c). Examples of 
simple statements rendered in this notation include r~ = O(r~) for 0 _< Rec~ _< /3, and 
n = r l  + O( r0) .  
For any ~ > 0, the statement m = O(r~) is equivalent to saying that x ~-* I~(x) l  x -~ 
is bounded. We define the index of m, sometimes known as the 'abscissa of convergence', 
to be indm := in f (~ > 0 : m = O(r~)}. The index is a measure of the 'size' of m.  If 
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m = O(r~) fails for every ~ _> 0, we say that indrn = oc; however indm will be finite 
for just about every measure discussed in this article. Note that ind r~ = Re c~ for any 
c~EC +. 
If ind m < oc then Hin d rn ~ dom m C_ Hind,7,; this is a straightforward generalisation 
of the corresponding result for Dirichlet series (for example [5, p. 6] or [9, pp. 292-293]). 
In other words, domm is (approximately) a right half-plane of C +, and there is a natural 
correspondence b tween values of ind m and possible locations of the boundary of dom m. 
It is easy to check that Tm is analytic on Yindrn, and that 
// (4) (Tm)'(s)  = - t -~ log t dm(t)  
for s C Hind re- 
Determining the points of the boundary Re s = ind rn that belong to dora m is a 
delicate question that we will not consider further in this article. However, the following 
result gives some information about what happens near the boundary. 
Proposition 1. Suppose that a = O(b) and indb > 0. Then for some nonnegative 
constants C1 and C2 and all s E Hindb, 
ITa(s)l <_ C1 + C2(1 + I Imsl)Tb(Res). 
There are two ways of interpreting this result. First, the relation a = O(b) imposes ome 
kind of ordering structure on Ad; at the very least, it is a transitive relation. Proposition 
1 implies that this ordering is respected, in a weak sense, by the Mellin transform. 
Second, if a = O(b), then the proposition implies that any singular behaviour of Ta(s) 
along the line Re s = ind b is constrained by the behaviour of Tb(s) near s = ind b. An 
important example occurs when a = O(r l) ;  in this case ITa(1 + ¢ + iw)[ is bounded by 
a constant multiple of Trl(1 + ¢) = ¢-1 as ¢ -~ 0 for any fixed cv E R. 
Proof. Suppose that I-~(x)l _< C-b(x) for x > R. For s • Hindb we have 
Ira(s)l <_ .[ 't da(t) + .If  a(t) 
_ ,~ ~ t -~- l~(t)  <_ dial(t)+ It a ( t ) ] ,=R+s 
_< lal(R ) + R -indb I~'(R)[ + C Isl t -Res-1 b (t) dt 
_< C1 + ~e~Ss]Tb(Re s). 
Setting C2 :-- C~ min(1, ind b) completes the proof. [] 
3. Algebraic operations on measures 
Recall that the Dirichlet convolution of two arithmetic functions f and g is defined by 
( f*g)(n) := ~de=nf(d)g(e) ([6, p. 31]). We generalise this to Ad as follows. I fa,  b e jtd, 
define their convo lut ion  a • b : B ~ C by 
(a*b) (E)  := (a × b) ({(x ,y )  e [1, oo)2 : xy e E}) .  
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It is straightforward to verify that a * b CAd, and that (Ad, +, *) forms a commutative, 
associative algebra over C with identity 1 := ~l- This measure convolution generalises 
Dirichlet convolution in the sense that m/*  m 9 = rn/,g for any arithmetic functions f
and g. The following formula gives the cumulative distribution function of a convolution: 
The following result shows that convolution in A4 corresponds under the Mellin trans- 
form to ordinary multiplication of analytic funct ionslsubject  to some convergence con- 
siderations. 
P ropos i t ion  2. Let ce := max(ind ]al, ind b ) . Then Ha C_ dom(a * b ), and T( a * b ) ( s ) = 
Ta(s)Tb(s) for all s ~ Ha. 
Proof. Suppose s C Ha. It suffices to demonstrate hat 
f f  (6) lim (xy) -~ db(y) da(x) = O, R--+oo /x 
since the left hand side is precisely the difference between T(a * b)(s) and Ta(s)Tb(s). 
Choose some nonzero/3 < Res so that lal = O(rz) and b = O(r~). Integrate by parts 
twice in (6); it is then a routine matter to confirm that the limit is zero. [] 
It is a disappointing fact that the value of a in the above proposition cannot in general 
be improved to max(ind a, ind b); see Section 6 for further details. 
The next result is a basic tool for estimating convolutions. 
P ropos i t ion  3. I ra  = O(m) then a • b = O(m * IbD + O(Ibt). 
Proof. Suppose that la*(x)l < c l~(x)  for some C1 > 0 and all x > R. By (5) we have 
fx/R ~ ix  X 
~<~ C111 re(t)d[bl(t)q- Jr, -a (-'~) dlbl(t) 
/R 
< C ,m * Ibi(x) + C=[bl(x), 
where C2 := sup,<u< R l-~(u)l. [] 
Notice that the proof of Proposition 3 is 'elementary' in the sense that it does not use 
Mellin transforms. In fact, it is easy to see how to specialise the proof to the case where 
a and b represent arithmetic functions, replacing all integrals by sums. 
Let us examine the analytic features of the Mellin transform that are encoded in Propo- 
sition 3. The essential point is that when convolution is mapped to complex multiplication 
(Proposition 2), the ordering relationship described by Proposition 1 is preserved. 
In more detail, suppose that a = O(m). We will deal only with the case where 
a := max( indm, ind ]bt) is finite. By Proposition 1, for s E Ha, 
[Ta(s)[ <_ C1 + 6'2(1 + I ImsDTm(Res).  
It is easily verified that ]Tb(s)l <_ T Ibl (Res) for s E Ha, so that 
[Ta(s)Tb(s)] ~ C1T [b I (Res) + 6'2(1 + [ Ims])Tm(Res)T Ib[ (Res) 
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for s E H~. By Proposition 2 this becomes 
]T(a * b)(s)] < C1T Ibl (Re s) + C2(1 + Jim sDT(m * IbD(Re s) 
for s E H~. In light of Proposition 1, this is strongly suggestive of the conclusion a * b = O(m • Ibt) + O(IbD of Proposition 3. We can also now see why the O(IbI) error term is 
unavoidable; it is there because of the possibility of a nonzero constant C1 in Proposition 
1. 
P ropos i t ion  4. Suppose that Rea > indm.  Then there is a constant c C C so that 
ind(rn * r~ - cra) <_ i ndm.  
In other words, convolving ra by a 'smaller' measure m has approximately the same 
effect as multiplying r~ by a constant. 
Proof. Set c := c~ f~ ~( t ) t  -~-1 dt; this integral converges ince m = O(r¢) for some 
/3 < Re a. By (5) we have 
Jl \ -t  / ta-1 dt 
fiN( = x ~ u)u -a-1 du 
/J c _ z~ ~(u)u  -~-1  du. = eE(x )  + - 
C~ 
) 
From here it is easy to verify that r~ * m - cry(x) is bounded by a constant multiple of 
x ~ for every/3 > ind m. [] 
For the purposes of this article, we will consider the above proof to be an elementary 
argument. This may be disputed by purists on the grounds that it relies on the use of 
the limit concept, in particular the definition of c by means of an integral over an infinite 
interval. However, the relevant precedent for the meaning of 'elementary' is Selberg's 
own usage, and indeed in [7, p. 308] he uses (among others) the inequality Y'~v<z v-1 = 
log z + cl + O(z -1/4) where cl is an absolute constant. We can translate this into our 
notation as r l  * (n - r l )  = c~rl + O(r3/4). Since n - r l  = O(ro), it is clear that the 
inequality is just a special case of Proposition 4, and that the constant el is defined by 
exactly the same type of integral used in the above proof. 
Again Proposition 4 corresponds to a simple analytic fact concerning Mellin transforms. 
For s E HRem 
_ Tm(a)  T(m • r~)(s) = Tin(s) Tin(s) - Tm(c  0 ~ _ _  
S - -  Ot S - -  OL S - -  C~ 
Observe that the last term is simply cTr~(s)  for c := Trn(~) .  The other term (s -  
~)-~(Tm(s) -Tm(~) )  is analytic on Hi,d,~, corresponding to the fact that the remainder 
m • r~ - cr~ has index at most ind m. 
We now come to a second algebraic operation on At.  If rn c A,l, define its log- 
weight ing,  Lm : B --~ C, by Lm(E)  := fE log t din(t).  In particular, if f is an arithmetic 
function, then Lmf  = mg, where g(n) = f (n ) logn  for all n. Clearly Lm E 2td and the 
map m ~-~ Lm is C-linear. The relation log xy = log x + log y can be used to show that 
L is a derivation over convolution; that is, L(a  • b) = La  * b + a * Lb for any a, b CAd. 
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There is a simple relationship between log-weighting and the Mellin transform. Indeed 
by (4) we see that 
(7) T(Lm)(s)  : - (Tm) ' ( s )  
for 8 E Hindrn. The derivation property of L corresponds to the usual product rule for 
differentiation of analytic functions. 
Equation (7) suggests that Tm and T(Lm)  have the same domain of convergence, and 
therefore that ind m = ind Lm.  We prefer an 'elementary' demonstration of this fact, as 
follows. 
Propos i t ion  5. For any m E A,f, ind(Lm) = indm. 
Proof. Integrating Lm(x)  = f~ logtdm(t )  by parts gives ~m(x) < [~(x) l logx + 
J~ l~( t ) l t - ld t .  Using ]~(x)] _< Cx ~ for any a > indm we easily conclude that 
ind(Lm) _< ind m. The other direction is similar. [] 
As an example of the interaction between the convolution and log-weighting operations, 
we can check that 
(8) r~.  r# = ~ ~-# if a ~ 13, 
L Lr~ if a =/9. 
This can be proved by using (3) and (5) to compute the cumulative distribution functions 
of the measures concerned. Under the MeUin transform, the case where a ~/3 corresponds 
to the partial fraction decomposition (s -a) -1 (s_Z)- i  = (a_l~)-i ( (s - a)- I  _ (s - Z)-I), 
and (7) shows that the case where a = /3 corresponds to the differentiation formula 
(s  - = - ( ( s  - 
4. Some number  theory  
Let us now consider some measures with number-theoretic significance, and translate 
some elementary number-theoretic facts into statements about these measures. We earlier 
introduced n := ~=1 6k. We further set tt := m, ,  X := mA and p := mx, where # 
and A are the standard M5bius and von Mangoldt functions of number theory (see [6, 
pp. 20, 248]), and X is the characteristic (or indicator) function of the primes. The 
standard summatory functions ~(x), t?(x) and ¢(x) (see [6, pp. 226, 255]) are written in 
our notat ion  as and  Y (x )  respect ive ly .  
The basic convolution properties of these measures are that 
i t *n= 1, 
sometimes known as the M6bius inversion formula ([6, p. 20]), and 
(9) A * n = Ln, 
which expresses the unique factorisation of integers into primes ([6, p. 248]). The basic 
estimates we need are that 
(10) lit] : O(T1), 
which holds since I#(n)l _< 1 for all n > 1, and 
(11) ind(A - Lp) <<_ 1/2, 
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which holds essentially because the integers {pe : p prime, e > 2} are distributed rather 
sparsely throughout the integers (see [6, p. 256]). 
Theorem 6 (Chebyshev). The fol lowing est imate holds: 
Lp  = O( r l ) .  
In standard number-theoretic notation this result is written O(x) = O(x) .  It is not 
difficult to show from this that re(x) = O(x / log  x), a very weak form of the Prime Number 
Theorem. The proof presented below is more complicated than Chebyshev's original 
proof in [1], and is not nearly as simple as the modern proofs (such as the extremely 
tight derivation appearing in [i0, p. 706]), but it has the advantage that it motivates the 
structure of the proof of the Symmetry  Formula, to be considered in the next section. 
Proof .  We begin by rewriting (9) in the form ~ --/~ * Ln .  From (Ii) we then obtain 
(12) Lp  = ~t • Ln  + O(rl/2+e) 
for every e > 0. The plan is now to approximate Ln  by a measure of the form n • b, 
where we have some good estimate of b. 
To this end we use (8) with c~ =/3 = 1 to rewrite Ln  as 
Ln  = r l  * n -  r l  * (n  - r l )  + L (n  - ra). 
Now we exploit the approximation n - r l  = O(ro)  to estimate the last two terms on the 
right. By Proposition 4 there is a constant c E C so that 
r l  * (n  - r l )  = cr l  + O(r~) = cn  + O(r~) 
for every z > 0. (In fact this c is Euler's constant 7-) For the second term we use 
Proposition 5 to deduce that L(n  - r l )  = O(r~) for every e > 0. Combining these 
estimates yields 
Ln  = r l  * n - en + O(r~), 
and inserting this into (12) produces 
Lp  = r l  - c l  + I.t * O( re)  + 0(r l /2+~) 
for every E > 0. 
It remains to estimate the error term ~t .  O(re); this is achieved by using (10) and 
Proposition 3 (twice) as follows: 
U * O(r~) = O(lul * "~) + O(lul) 
-~ O(r l  * re) + O(T'e) --I- O(/'1). 
1 Since r l  * re = l_--L-7(r1 -- re) by (8), this becomes ]z • O(rc)  = O(rl) .  Therefore Lp  = 
r l  - c l  + O(r l )  = O(r l )  as desired. [] 
It is a simple matter to analyse the above proof in terms of the Mellin transform, but 
we will not do this here. Instead, in the next section we will carry out a similar but more 
involved analysis of the Symmetry Formula. 
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5. Se lberg 's  Symmetry  Formula  
Theorem 7 (Selberg). The following estimate holds: 
Lp * Lp + L2p = 2Lrl + O(rl). 
Let us briefly verify that this formulation of the Symmetry Formula is equivalent to 
(1). Clearly 
Lp* L19(x)= E logp logq and L2--P(X) = E l°g2p' 
p,q prime p prime 
pq~_z p~_x 
accounting for the terms on the left. For the right hand side, we use the evaluation 
nrl(x) = x logx - x + 1; the error term O(rl) corresponds to the error term O(x) in (1). 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 7, let us consider the second question posed in the 
Introduction: how is it possible that we can obtain useful information about Lp*Lp+L2p 
without assuming the Prime Number Theorem in advance? 
To answer this question, recall the that the Prime Number Theorem is equivalent to 
the assertion that Tn(s) (= ~(s)) has no zeroes on the line Re  s = i. That  the absence of 
such zeroes implies the Pr ime Number  Theorem is of course a major  part of any 'analytic' 
proof of the Pr ime Number  Theorem;  the converse is relatively trivial (for details see [2, 
pp. 572-573]). Let us suppose for one ridiculous moment  that the Pr ime Number  Theorem 
is false, and that it fails because Tn(s) has a zero at s = 1 + iw for some w # 0. It must 
be a simple zero, because (Tn) -1 = Tit, and the estimate it = O(rl) together with 
Proposition 1 implies that Tit  has a pole of order at most 1 at 1 + iw. Then from the 
relation (T)~)(Tn) = T(X * n) = T(Ln) = - (Tn) '  we see that T)~(s) has a simple pole 
of residue -1  at s = 1 + iw. Consequently 
-1  
T(LB)(1 + iw + h) = --ff + g(h) 
where g is analytic at zero, since T(X - Lp) is analytic on H~/2 by (11). 
Now consider the behaviour of T(Lp • Lp + L2p)(s) near s = 1 + iw: 
T (np ,np+n2p) ( l+ iw+h)  = +g(h) - +g(h) 
-2g(h)  + (g(h) )  2 - ~ - -  - g ' (h) .  
Notice that the poles of order two precisely cancel each other out. The only singularity 
remaining is the simple pole -2g(h)/h. 
The behaviour of T(Lp * Lp + L2p)(s) is markedly different near s = 1. Since Tn(s) 
has a simple pole at s = 1, the transform TA(s) has a simple pole there with residue +1, 
not -1 .  A calculation similar to the one above shows that the poles of order two at s = 1 
arising from T(Lp * Lp) and T(L2p) actually reinforce each other. 
The preceding discussion can be interpreted as follows. The hypothetical failure of the 
Prime Number Theorem would imply that the distribution of mass in p has an irregular 
component, in addition to the component corresponding to the 'correct' asymptotic dis- 
tribution of primes. Both Lp * Lp and L2p inherit this irregular behaviour from p, but 
they inherit it differently. The irregularities in Lp • Lp and L2p are of opposite sign, so 
they undergo significant cancellation i the sum Lp.  Lp + L2p, leaving only some residual 
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irregularity of order at most O(r l ) ,  corresponding to the simple poles of T(Lp*Lp+L2p) .  
On the other hand, the 'correct' component of p contributes to both Lp ,  Lp and L~p 
with the same sign, producing the dominating term 2Lrl, which corresponds to the pole 
of order two. 
In other words, the expression Lp ,  Lp + L2p is able to filter out any troublesome 
behaviour of p caused by a possible failure of the Prime Number Theorem, while simul- 
taneously detecting the useful information in which we are interested. 
Of course this still does not answer the first question from the Introduction: how is it 
possible that an elementary argument can uncover all this seemingly analytic information? 
To see this, let us first give a proof of Theorem 7. 
Proof of Theorem 7. We begin by applying L to both sides of (9), giving A*Ln+LA*n  = 
L2n. Since Ln  = n ,  A, convolution by tt yields 
(13) A * A + LA : It * L2n. 
Next we will massage the left side of (13) into the form Lp • Lp + L2p. Using (11), 
Theorem 6 and Proposition 3, 
Lp*  Lp -  A * A= (Lp+ A) , ( Lp -  A) 
= (Lp + A) * 0(rl/2+~) 
= O((Lp + A) * rl/2+~) + O(Lp + A) 
= o(,-1 • "v~+~) + o(,,1/~+~) + o(, , , )  
: O( r l ) .  
Also, by (11) and Proposition 5 we have L2p - LA = O(r~/2+~) for all s > 0. Inserting 
these estimates into (13) produces 
(14) Lp * Lp + L2p = It * L2n + O(rl). 
Now we proceed in a similar way to the proof of Theorem 6; that is, we will approximate 
L2n by a measure of the form n * b, where we have some control over the behaviour of b. 
Using (8) and the derivation property of L several times, we arrive at 
(15) L2n = 2Lrl * n - 2rl * r l  * (n - r l )  + L2(n - r l ) .  
We already know from the proof of Theorem 6 that r l  * (n - r l )  = cn + O(r~) for every 
> 0, so again by Proposition 4 there is a constant c' C C so that 
r~ • r l  * (n  - r~) = cn  • r l  + C'r l  + O(r~)  
= cn  * r l  + c 'n  + O( r~)  
for every a > 0. By Proposition 5 we have L2(n - r l )  = O(r~) for every a > 0. Inserting 
these into (15) produces 
(16) n2n = n • (2nrl - 2cr~ - 2c~1) + O(r~). 
Using the same method as in the proof of Theorem 6 we see that tt • O(r¢) = O(r l ) ,  so 
that 
(17) It * L2n = 2Lrl - 2crl - 2c'1 + O(r l ) ,  
which is just 2Lrl + O(rt) as desired. [] 
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Some of the details of the above proof are different o Selberg's, but the key idea--the 
approximation of L2n by n * b where we can control the size of b--is the same. 
Let us now examine each step of the proof of the Symmetry Formula in terms of the 
Mellin transform. Since TA = - (Tn) ' /Tn,  equation (13) corresponds to the identity 
(18) ( - (Tn) '~  2 - (-(Tn)'~' = (Tn)" 
\ Tn ] \ Tn ] Tn"  
The discussion preceding (14) corresponds to the following series of observations. First, 
T(Lp + A) is analytic on H1 and has at worst simple poles on its boundary; second, 
T(Lp - A) is analytic on H1/2; therefore, 
f : :  T(np + A)T(Lp - A) + (T(Lp - A))' 
is analytic on H1 and has at worst simple poles on its boundary. Adding f to (18) produces 
the transform version of (14), 
(Tn)" 
(19) (T(Lp)) 2 - (T(Lp))' = T----n + f" 
The fact that f has at worst simple poles on the line Re s = 1 is incorporated into the 
O(rJ  term in (14). 
Next, equation (16) corresponds to the identity 
{ 2 29(1) 2(g(1) 2 + g'(1))}+ 
(20) (Tn)"(s) = Tn(s) ( s -  1) 2 s -  1 
g"(s) + 9'(1)g(s) - 2 9(s) - 9(1) - 9'(1)(s - 1) 
(s - 1)2 
- 9(1) + 2(9(1)  + 9'(1))] - 29(1)9(s~ 1 
where g(s) : :  T(n - r j ( s )  = Tn(s ) - (s -1)  -1. The argument leading to (16) corresponds 
to the following series of observations. First, g is analytic on Ho since n - rl = O(ro). 
Second, both (s - 1)-l(g(s) - g(1)) and (s - 1)-2(9(s) - 9(1) - g'(1)(s - 1)) are analytic 
on H0, since they invoke the first two terms of the Taylor expansion of g at s = 1. Third, 
g"(s) is analytic on H0. We have verified that the expression in square brackets in (20) is 
analytic on H0, corresponding to the O(rs) term in (16). The expression in curly braces 
in (20) clearly corresponds to the expression 2Lrl - 2erl - 2c'1 in (16), where c = 9(1) 
and d = 9(1) 2 + g'(1). 
Finally, (17) corresponds to 
h(s) 
(Tn)"(S)Tn(s) : 2 (s  - 1) 2 29(1)s - 1 2(9(1)2 + g'(1)) + rn(s-------~' 
where h(s) is the expression in square brackets from (20). Apart from the main term 
2(s - 1) -2, the right side of this equation is analytic on//1 and has at worst simple poles 
on the boundary, since both (s - 1) -1 and Tn(s) = (T/~(s)) -t  have these properties; this 
corresponds to the error term O(rl) in (17). Combining this with (19) completes the 
analysis of the theorem. 
The purpose of the preceding analysis of Theorem 7 is to show that each step of Selberg's 
argument corresponds to some statement about the domain of convergence of a Mellin 
transform, or its rate of growth in some part of the complex plane. 
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6. Remarks  
As ment ioned in Section 3, the value of ~x in Proposition 2 cannot in general be improved 
to max( ind  a, ind b). That  is, the convergence of Ta  and Tb in HZ for some fl _> 0 does 
not in general imply the convergence of T(a  * b) in HZ. It is true that ind(my,  mg)  <_ 
1 for arithmetic functions f and g (see [5, p. 67]), but for more  max( ind  mr ,  ind rag) + 
OO general measures, even this does not hold. For an example  of this pathology, let {dj}j= o be 
any sequence of positive odd integers, and let sk :-- ~ j<k  dj for k > 0. Set rsk+j :-- k+j/dk 
for 0 _< j < dk, k _> 0. Define qo: Q --+ {4-i} by qo(a/b) = (- i) a, where a/b is expressed 
OO in lowest terms. Finally set m := ~ i=0 q°(ri)~e r~" With  some effort it can be shown 
that ind m -- 0, yet ind(m • m)  = oc if the sequence {di} grows sufficiently rapidly. 
Consequently Tm converges on H0 but T(m * m)  converges nowhere. 
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